POLONINY
DARK–SKY PARK
The Poloniny Dark-Sky Park was declared in the Slovak town of Snina on 3 December 2010 by
signing a memorandum by six partner organizations:
• Astronomical Institute of the Slovak Academy of Sciences
• Administration of the Poloniny National Park
• Slovak Union of Astronomers
• Faculty of Natural Sciences of Pavol Jozef Šafárik University in Košice
• Slovak Astronomical Society
• Vihorlat Observatory Humenné
The park was established on the occasion of the International Year of Biodiversity 2010 as the first
dark-sky area in Slovakia. It was declared with the aim to inform the public and professionals
about the exceptionally well preserved nocturnal environment of this area, educate them about
the protection of natural nocturnal environment and negative effects of light pollution, and point out
the importance of the night sky as basis for the protection of natural night.
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The Poloniny Dark-Sky Park (48 519 ha) is located in the extreme north-east corner of Slovakia,
bordering Poland and Ukraine. The park is located on the territory of the Poloniny National Park and
its surrounding, which has a very low density of habitation and the human influence on its
environment is minimal.
Light pollution is a broad term that refers to the multiple problems induced by artificial lighting on
the environment. It is especially the light that illuminates not only on streets and roads (where
desired) but also on clouds and stars, into the woods as well as the windows. Light pollution
negatively affects plants, animals as well as humans. It is responsible for the billions of lives.
It results in massive perishing of insects, birds, bats, amphibians, reptiles, and some sea species.
Light pollution disrupts the whole ecosystems and their correlations. Henceforth, people need
to make effort to preserve the natural environment of nocturnal life and disrupt it as little as possible.
We are not alone here!
Regarding light pollution, the Poloniny National Park is the darkest area of Slovakia. The darkness
of night and nocturnal biorhythms of organisms are least disrupted there. Also thanks to this,
the abundance of the endemic and endangered species of plants, fungi and animals living there is
rather high.
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Primeval forests are the dominant natural components of the Poloniny National Park. Out of
the ten separate sites of the Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians, which have been on
the UNESCO World Heritage List since 2007, the primeval forests of Stužica, Havešová and Rožok
are situated in this territory. These are unique, undisturbed forests, also important for their genetic
merit. Nature conservation has a long tradition in this territory. As early as 1660 there was
a "preserved oak grove" in the land registry of Stakčín landowners where tree cutting was banned.

There is an extraordinary concentration of protected plants and
animals on the territory of the national park; many of its species
of organisms are among the endemic species. Here is
the highest occurrence of large forest animals – bear, wolf, lynx,
bison (in the picture), sporadically also elk.

The highest hill Kremenec
(1 210 m) is the easternmost
point of Slovakia where the borders of Ukraine, Poland and Slovakia have their common point.

The Astronomical Observatory at Kolonica Saddle is located in the territory of the dark-sky park
between the villages of Kolonica and Ladomirov. It is a branch of the Vihorlat Observatory
Humenné. The main instrument is the VNT – the Vihorlat National Telescope with the primary mirror
of 1 m in diameter. There is accommodation at the premises of the observatory and a planetarium.
The Park Information Centre is also there. The exceptional quality of the sky predestines this
observatory for mining of scientific data as well as for dissemination actions and
the development of astro-tourism.

The asteroid (22469) Poloniny which was discovered in 1997
at the Astronomical and Geophysical Observatory in Modra. Its
three-dimensional model (1:5 000) is located in the village of Ulič.

The National Bank of Slovakia in March 2015 issued a silver collectible coin, the World Natural
Heritage Primeval Beech Forests of the Carpathians.

The discovery photograph of the asteroid Poloniny.
The bright star is SAO 96034, the arrow on the left
points at the comet 119P/Parker-Hartley.

Credit: AGO Modra

The entrance gateway to the Poloniny is the Starina water reservoir (60 mil. m3). It is the largest reservoir of drinking water in Central Europe. It was built on the river Cirocha between the years
1980 – 1988 and 7 villages were evicted due to its construction. 3 463 inhabitants were gradually evacuated from 769 dwellings. There is a scenic viewpoint above the water reservoir of Starina.
Dara – a geological educational site above
the Starina dam – the strata and the seabed
from 30 million years ago.
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Wooden temples (“tserkovs”) stand out for their unique log construction, mainly of larch. They are
dated mostly from the 17th – 18th centuries; they stand on simple stone foundations, and the roofs
are covered with shingles. Worship services are still conducted in some of them. They are peculiar
to the eastern part of Slovakia; they stand out in originality, picturesqueness and their link with
the environment. They reflect the creative genius of the people, their cultural and spiritual skills, and
craftsmanship.

Military Cemetery at Veľká Poľana – Hodošík,
the highest situated military cemetery in
Slovakia (851 m a. s. l.)

Mini-gallery of wooden churches in Ulič –
models at scale 1:10 of the existing, relocated
and abolished churches.

Artificial sky brightness (light pollution map) in Slovakia. The mountains prevent the direct visibility
of lights from the neighboring towns and villages, and Poloniny is the darkest area of Slovakia.
Credit: Cinzano, P., Falchi, F., Elvidge C. D., 2000, Mon. Not. R. Astron. Soc., 318, 641-657 (http://www.lightpollution.it/dmsp/)

Medová baba (Honey Old Mother) – 7.1 m high wooden statue
above the village of Nová Sedlica, a popular beauty-spot with
a peaceful message.

The patron of the park is
the first Slovak astronaut
Col. Ing. Ivan Bella.

The official website of Dark-Sky Park Poloniny

http://poloniny.svetelneznecistenie.sk
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